
apps you
NEED

when running an online biz
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Planoly

apps for planning content

is an amazing (monthly subscription) scheduling app that
allows you to schedule posts directly to Instagram. You
can add a comment, hashtags, location, and tag someone.
I use Planoly to post all my content and it's my favorite!

UNUM
is a free app used to preview your content. Basically, you
create a mock Instagram feed full of photos so you can
plan your feeds aesthetic. It's a great substitute to Planoly
but unfortunately foes not automatically post.
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is my favorite content creation app. It's $9.99 a month and
offers TONS of unique story templates in the form of video.
Pro tip: create your content on Mojo, then screenshot it.
Upload to Canva to finish editing.

is my world. If you know me, you know I'm obsessed with
Canva. It's the website / app I use to create all my IG feed
content, website content, and more. Canva offers free +
paid versions (I pay and it's so worth it).

Mojo

apps for content creation

Canva
made using Mojo
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Unfold

apps for content creation

offers trendy story templates that are easy to design. I use
Unfold for story content.

Stories Edit
is an app made by Planoly. They offer epic story templates
that allow you to interact with your followers. 
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Toggl

apps for productivity 

is a time tracking app, perfect for anyone working from
home + needing to send hours to their boss. You can also
use this app to track productivity. I use this app to see how
much time I spend on content creation!

Trello
is a lifesaver. Trello's boards, lists, and cards enable you to
organize and prioritize your projects in a fun, flexible, and
rewarding way.
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Slack

apps for your biz

is a communication app that's perfect for anyone who has
a team they need to communicate with. You can organize
your conversations, add apps like Google Drive + more!

Loom
is a platform that allows you to make quick videos using a
lightning-fast video recorder capable of capturing your
screen, webcam, and microphone. I use this app to film
tutorials, training videos, and more!


